
The Avian Ambush
After hours of travel...
"The party has been hiking along a cliff for some time,

passing by scattered ruins of fortifications from a bygone

civilization. After carefully sidling along a particularly

dangerous length of cliffside path, you see an ancient ballista

overlooking the cliffside. As you walk by it, a gutteral squack

perices your ears, a fabled beast, The Gluttonous Gull, is

rapidly diving at you with its ravenous brood."

The Encounter
This CR4 fight has a few key components:

The Map
The fight takes place along a 15 foot wide, 60 foot long

cliffisde path

The party starts at the one end of the path, where the

ancient ballista is

One side of the path is an 80 foot drop

The other side of the path is a sheer cliff wall going up.

There are small 5x5 foot notches in the wall the heroes

can hide in to avoid the Gull's swoop attack

The two ends of the paths leading off the map are very

dangerous 2 foot wide ridges that are too difficult to sidle

along during the battle

The Gluttnous Gull
This ravenous bird spotted the party while looking for its next

meal. It will repetedly Soar one turn, then Swoop the next to

pick up the heroes in its mouth. Once it has captured prey, it

will drop it off the 80 foot drop to soften up his meal.

The Gluttonous Gull
Huge beast, neutral
A common bird of prey, afflicted tenfold with the
curse of hunger. It glides with folds of fat and drool
of bile, looking for its next meal.

Armor Class 14 (natural armor)
Hit Points 84 (8d12 + 32)
Speed 30 ft., fly 60 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

16 (+3) 12 (+1) 18 (+4) 3 (-4) 12 (+1) 3 (-4)

Saving Throws Str +5, Con +6
Skills Perception +5
Damage Vulnerabilities fire, lightning, thunder
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 15
Languages —
Challenge 3 (700 XP)

Actions
Soar (Basic move). The Gull flies high in the air, then
stops at a good location to perform a swoop. The
Gull will likely stop at either end of the Chokepoint
feature to catch all of the enemies along it. After
stopping, the gull turns to the direction it plans to
swoop next turn. Indicate to the players the
direction it will swoop, and indicate the 60 foot
long, 15 foot wide area the swoop will cover.

Swoop (only after soaring). If there are any prey in
the area it set up to swoop last turn, the Gull with
swoop down and forwards 60 feet, forcing all
enemies in the 15 foot wide line to make a DC 20
Dexterity saving throw or be grabbed up in its
gullet. Characters picked up by the gull this way
take 3d6+3 acid damage from the digestive acids
in the gull’s mouth. The gull ends its movement
when it has attempted to grab the last character in
the swoop area.If there is no prey in range after last
turn’s soar, it will soar instead of swooping.
   If the Gull takes 20 damage before the start of its

next turn, it squacks in pain, safely freeing all the
characters in its mouth.

Drop (only after swooping). Can only be done after
successfully picking up prey with a Swoop. The Gull
flies over the nearby cliff, and spits out its prey to
soften it up. The 80ft drop inflicts 8d6 damage.
   If the Gull has less than half its max health, it

immediately uses the Swoop action as a bonus
action after using Drop



The Gluttonous Brood
The brood consists of 20 Gluttonous Broodlings, who will

try to latch onto the heroes and drag them into the path of

thier parent, the Gull. The broodlings all act on the same turn

(roll for thier initiative as a group). On thier first turn the

brood will perch themselves along the steep cliff face. Every

turn, the brood does 2 things:

Any heroes who have broodlings attached to then must

make difficulty 13 Strength saves, or take 1d6 damage

and be dragged 10 feet into the path of the Gull's next

swoop attack. If the hero has 3 or more broodlings

attached to them, the difficulty becomes 18.

2 groups of 2 birds fly off the cliff face and attach

themselves to 2 different heroes.

The Ancient Ballista
An ancient, dilapidated, ballista sits along this cliff face near

the end the party starts at. The heroes must find its ammo

and unjam it in order to fire it.

One bolt is sitting in sight on the opposite end of the map,

and 2 more are hidden amonst the boulders, and can be

found with difficulty 13 investigation checks.

Unjamming the ballista so it can be fired takes a difficulty

13 Strength save (to force it) or Intelligence save (to fix it)

Once unjammed and loaded, the ballista can be fired with

an attack action. Add you dexterity to the attack roll and

damage. The Ballista does 8d8+Dex damage. Characters

with martial weapon proficienty add thier proficiency

bonus. All attacks against the Gull with this weapon have

advantage.

Gluttonous Broodling
Small beast, any alignment

Armor Class 13
Hit Points 1
Speed 30 ft., fly 60 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

4 (-3) 16 (+3) 4 (-3) 3 (-4) 8 (-1) 2 (-4)

Saving Throws Dex +5
Damage Vulnerabilities fire, lightning, thunder
Senses passive Perception 9
Languages —
Challenge 0 (10 XP)

Frail. If you kill this creature with an attack, you can
make another attack as a bonus action.


